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Abstract

Multiple myeloma (MM) is an example of rapid bench-to-bedside translation in new drug development. Bortezomib and lenalidamide target the tumor cell in the bone marrow microenvironment to overcome drug resistance in laboratory and animal models; each is effective to treat relapsed and/or refractory, relapsed, and newly diagnosed MM, and both are now showing promise as maintenance therapy. Major ongoing translational research efforts include improved classification and personalized therapies; identification and validation of next-generation agents targeting the tumor cell in its microenvironment; novel immune therapies; rationally based combination therapies; and use of novel agents to delay or prevent development of active MM. This paradigm of targeting the tumor in its microenvironment has already extended median survival in MM from 3 to 7 to 8 years and has great potential to improve patient outcome in other hematologic malignancies and solid tumors as well. Clin Cancer Res; 17(6); 1225–33. ©2011 AACR.

Introduction

Over the past decade, progress in the treatment of multiple myeloma (MM) has transformed our therapeutic approaches and improved the outcome of affected patients (1). Melphalan and prednisone was used to treat this disease in 1962, and median patient survival increased to 2 to 3 years. High-dose melphalan followed by bone marrow (BM) transplantation, in the 1980s, and peripheral blood stem cell grafting in the 1990s increased median survival to 3 to 4 years. Since the recognition that thalidomide overcomes conventional drug resistance in 1998, MM has become a remarkable example of rapid bench-to-bedside translation in new drug development. The novel proteasome inhibitor bortezomib and immunomodulatory drug (IMiD) lenalidomide target the MM cell in the BM microenvironment to overcome cell adhesion drug resistance (CAM-DR) to conventional therapy in laboratory and animal models (2). For example, lenalidomide directly triggers caspase 8–mediated apoptosis; decreases binding of tumor cells to BM; inhibits constitutive and MM cell binding–induced secretion of cytokines from BM; inhibits angiogenesis; and stimulates autologous natural killer (NK), T-, and NK–T-cell immunity to MM cells (3–5). Similarly, binding of MM cells to BM upregulates the ubiquitin proteasome cascade at a transcriptional and activity level; therefore, MM cell binding to BM confers sensitivity to bortezomib. Bortezomib directly targets chymotryptic proteasome activity, inhibits tumor growth and survival, induces apoptosis, upregulates heat shock proteins, inhibits DNA damage repair, and induces endoplasmic reticulum stress in MM cells; downregulates adhesion molecules on tumor and BM, thereby abrogating adhesion; and, importantly, targets the microenvironment to trigger antiangiogenesis, as well as apoptosis of osteoclasts, while promoting osteoblast differentiation (6–11).

Both bortezomib and lenalidomide were rapidly translated from the bench to the bedside. Each was first shown to be effective to treat relapsed refractory MM, and then relapsed MM; each was then combined with melphalan and prednisone to treat the elderly patient with newly diagnosed MM or with dexamethasone to treat the transplant candidate (12–21). This integration of lenalidomide or bortezomib into initial therapies has achieved unprecedented extent and frequency of response, progression-free survival (PFS), and overall survival (OS) in patients with newly diagnosed MM. To date there have been 6 U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approvals incorporating novel agents in the last 7 years, and median survival of MM patients has extended from 3 to 7 years as a direct result (22). Most recently, lenalidomide maintenance therapy has been shown to add years of PFS in both newly diagnosed transplant and nontransplant candidates, even further improving patient outcome. Most importantly, combination therapy of newly diagnosed MM with lenalidomide, bortezomib, and dexamethasone achieves 100% responses, with 74% at least very good partial and 52% complete or near complete responses (19). Given these unprecedented results, a clinical trial is now evaluating whether high-dose therapy and stem cell transplantation adds value in the context of this high extent and frequency of response to combined novel therapies. Table 1 lists a number of ongoing clinical trials in which the outcome is likely to further shift treatment paradigms in this disease.
Table 1. Selected High Impact Clinical Trials Ongoing or Nearing Completion in Both Newly Diagnosed Multiple Myeloma and in the Relapsed Setting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Newly diagnosed MM</th>
<th>Clinical trial status, Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A randomized phase III trial of CC-5013 (lenalidomide, NSC-703813) and low-dose dexamethasone (LLD) versus bortezomib (PS-341, NSC-681239), lenalidomide, and low-dose dexamethasone (BLLD) for induction, in patients with previously untreated multiple myeloma without an intent for immediate autologous stem cell transplant. NCT00644228</td>
<td>Recruiting, SWOG, NCI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A phase III, randomized, open-label, 3-arm study to determine the efficacy and safety of lenalidomide (REVLIMID) plus low-dose dexamethasone when given until progressive disease or for 18 4-week cycles versus the combination of melphalan, prednisone, and thalidomide given for 12 6-week cycles in patients with previously untreated multiple myeloma who are either 65 years of age or older or not candidates for stem cell transplantation. NCT00689936</td>
<td>Recruiting, Celgene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A trial of single autologous transplant with or without consolidation therapy versus tandem autologous transplant with lenalidomide maintenance for patients with multiple myeloma (BMT CTN 0702). NCT01109004</td>
<td>Recruiting, NHLBI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A phase III randomized, double-blind study of maintenance therapy with CC-5013 (NSC #703813, IND #70116) or placebo following autologous stem cell transplantation for multiple myeloma. NCT00114101</td>
<td>Fully enrolled, CALGB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A randomized phase II study to compare bortezomib, melphalan, prednisone (VMP) with high-dose melphalan followed by bortezomib, lenalidomide, dexamethasone (VRD) consolidation and lenalidomide maintenance in patients with newly diagnosed multiple myeloma. NCT01208766</td>
<td>Not yet recruiting, Stichting Hemato-Oncologie voor Volwassenen Nederland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety and efficacy of lenalidomide as maintenance therapy in patients with newly diagnosed multiple myeloma following a tandem autologous-allogeneic transplant. NCT0126315</td>
<td>Recruiting, Fondazione Neoplasie Sangue Onlus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A randomized, open-label, phase I study of CNO 28 (anti-IL-6 monoclonal antibody) and VELCADE-melphalan-prednisone compared with VELCADE-melphalan-prednisone for the treatment of previously untreated multiple myeloma. NCT00911859</td>
<td>Recruiting, Centocor, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A randomized, phase III study comparing conventional-dose treatment using a combination of lenalidomide, bortezomib, and dexamethasone (RVD) to high-dose treatment with peripheral stem cell transplant in the initial management of myeloma in patients up to 65 years of age. NCT01208662</td>
<td>Recruiting, Dana-Farber Cancer Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase III study of lenalidomide, dexamethasone followed by melphalan, prednisone, lenalidomide versus high-dose melphalan and stem cell transplantation twice followed by maintenance lenalidomide or no maintenance.</td>
<td>Fully enrolled GEMIMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase III study of high-dose melphalan and stem cell transplantation followed by lenalidomide versus no consolidation followed by lenalidomide versus no maintenance.</td>
<td>Fully enrolled IFM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A phase III, multicenter, randomized open label study of velcade, melphalan, prednisone, and thalidomide (V-MPT) versus velcade, melphalan, prednisone (V-MP) in elderly untreated multiple myeloma patients. NCT01063179</td>
<td>Fully enrolled GEMIMA Fondazione Neoplasie Sangue Onlus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase III trial of melphalan prednisone versus melphalan, prednisone, lenalidomide versus melphalan, prednisone, lenalidomide maintenance.</td>
<td>Fully enrolled</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Relapsed Setting**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Clinical trial status, Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A randomized, multicenter, phase III study comparing carfilzomib, lenalidomide, and dexamethasone (CRd) versus lenalidomide and dexamethasone (Rd) in subjects with relapsed multiple myeloma. NCT01080391</td>
<td>Recruiting, Onyx Therapeutics, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A phase III randomized study to assess the efficacy and safety of perifosine added to the combination of bortezomib and dexamethasone in multiple myeloma patients. NCT01002248</td>
<td>Recruiting, Keryx-AOI Pharmaceuticals, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A phase III, randomized, open label trial of lenalidomide-dexamethasone with or without elotuzumab in relapsed or refractory multiple myeloma. NCT01239797</td>
<td>Not yet recruiting, Bristol-Myers Squibb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An international, multicenter, randomized, double-blind study of vorinostat (MK0683) or placebo in combination with bortezomib in patients with multiple myeloma. NCT00773747</td>
<td>Ongoing, Merck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A multicenter, randomized, double-blind, placebo controlled phase III study of panobinostat in combination with bortezomib and dexamethasone in patients with relapsed multiple myeloma. NCT01023308</td>
<td>Recruiting, Novartis Pharmaceuticals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** SWOG, Southwest Oncology Group; NCI, National Cancer Institute; NHLBI, National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute; CALGB, Cancer and Leukemia Group B; IFM, Intergroupe Francophone du Myélome.
Major ongoing translational research goals that are likely to generate further progress in the field include the following: determining the underlying genetics and epigenetics; improved classification and development of personalized novel agents in MM; development of next-generation novel therapies targeting MM cells in the BM microenvironment; development of immune therapies; and development of rationally based combination therapies. The first critical goal is to understand the genetic basis of myelomagenesis. DNA-based array comparative genomic hybridization (aCGH) and single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) array studies are both identifying copy number alterations and suggesting novel MM oncogenes or suppressor genes, which serve as potential therapeutic targets (23, 24). Moreover, DNA-based classification of uniformly treated patients is now also possible. Most importantly, recent genome sequencing studies have revealed mutated genes involved in protein translation, histone methylation, and blood coagulation. Importantly, personalized medicine must include profiling patients over time, as early studies now show continued evolution of genetic changes with progressive MM.

Second, functional validation of novel targets and directed inhibitors using our preclinical in vitro and in vivo models of MM cells in the BM milieu has allowed rapid translation to clinical trials (Fig. 1), and further investigation is likely to generate additional targets. Novel therapies include those targeting the MM cell surface [elotuzumab monoclonal antibody (MoAb), cytokines in the BM milieu [anti-B-cell activating factor (BAFF) MoAb], or both tumor and the microenvironment [novel proteasome inhibitors and IMiDs, plasmacytoid dendritic cell (pDC) differentiation agents, and anti-dickoff-1 (DKK-1) MoAb]. CS-1 is universally expressed at the gene and protein level in patient MM cells, and bedside-back-to-bench studies validated its role in MM cell survival (25). A derived clinical trial of elotuzumab (anti-CS-1) MoAb in relapsed refractory MM revealed stable disease, but did not trigger clinical responses to warrant its further development as a single agent. However, our studies showed that lenalidomide augments antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity (25), and a derived clinical trial of this combination now shows great promise. BAFF is elevated in the BM plasma of patients with MM and mediates tumor cell survival and drug resistance. Our preclinical studies show that anti-BAFF MoAb can neutralize these effects (26), and a related clinical trial is ongoing. Bortezomib has stimulated great interest in targeting protein homeostasis as a novel treatment strategy in MM. Moreover, although bortezomib rapidly moved from the bench to the bedside and FDA and European Medicine Agency (EMEA) approval first in relapsed and refractory, then in relapsed, and most recently in newly diagnosed MM (16–18), not all patients have disease that responds to bortezomib, and those with
response ultimately develop resistance. Our preclinical studies show that inhibitors of deubiquitinating enzymes upstream of the proteasome, such as USP-7 inhibitor PS091, have anti-MM activity. More potent inhibitors of chymotryptic activity (CEP-18770, carfilzomib, onyx. 9412; refs. 27–29) can overcome bortezomib resistance in preclinical and early clinical trials (1, 2, 30, 31). NPI-0052 targets chymotryptic, trypsic-like, and caspase-like activities, and, similarly, shows clinical promise (30). Inhibitors of the immunoproteasome, such as the PR-924 inhibitor of the LMP-7 immunoproteasome subunit, also block MM growth in vitro and in vivo (32). Next-generation IMiD pomalidamide shows more potent activity than lenalidomide against tumor cells in laboratory and animal models of MM cells in the BM microenvironment (3), and phase I-II clinical trials now show responses even in patients whose MM is resistant to lenalidomide and/or bortezomib. Finally, 2 additional strategies illustrate the potential of novel agents targeting the tumor in its microenvironment, namely that targeting the microenvironment can have indirect anti-MM activity as well. First, MM cells secrete DKK-1, which downregulates osteoblast function via targeting Wnt signaling. A derived clinical trial of BHQ880 anti-DKK-1 MoAb is ongoing, directed to improving MM bone disease; importantly, however, in preclinical murine xenograft models of human MM, the BHQ880 MoAb not only triggers new bone formation, but also inhibits MM cell growth (33). Second, our recent studies show that pDCs in the MM BM microenvironment promote tumor cell growth, survival, and drug resistance, and that treatment strategies targeting pDCs can inhibit tumor cell growth (34).

Third, novel strategies are now attempting to deliver on the promise of immune-based therapies. Humoral and cellular immune defects characteristic of MM include decreased TH1 and increased TH2 cells; increased TH 17–associated cytokines; and increased T-regulatory cells (35). Importantly, therapies are now being directed at these abnormalities, such as, anti–interleukin-17 (II-17) MoAb (36). Moreover, our studies show that IMiDs can augment T-, NK-, and NK–T-cell autologous anti-MM immunity (5, 37, 38). Indeed, personalized immune-based therapy may now enhance the likelihood of success. Specifically, genomic studies can now define cell surface targets on MM cells for vaccination and/or adoptive immunotherapy. Peptides from these validated antigens, chosen because they can be processed and presented in patients of specific human leukocyte antigen (HLA) types, are then used to vaccinate appropriate patients. In this way, genomics is used to define the targets, and genetics to define the appropriate host likely to respond. Ultimately, vaccination with cocktails of such peptides may be applicable to treat minimal residual disease more broadly in patients across a spectrum of HLA types.

Fourth, preclinical studies are informing the design of combination novel agent clinical trials in MM, thereby markedly enhancing the likelihood of success. Several examples can be cited. For example, bortezomib was shown to inhibit DNA damage repair in vitro (9), providing the rationale for its combination with DNA-damaging agents to enhance or overcome drug resistance. Indeed, a large randomized phase III clinical trial of bortezomib versus bortezomib with pegylated doxorubicin in patients with relapsed and/or refractory MM increased extent and frequency of response, and prolonged PFS by 3 months and OS (39), leading to the FDA approval of bortezomib with pegylated doxorubicin to treat relapsed MM. In a second example, Hsp 27 was found to be increased at a transcript and protein level in patient MM cells in the setting of bortezomib refractoriness. Bedside-back-to-bench studies showed that overexpression of Hsp 27 conferred bortezomib resistance, whereas knockdown of Hsp 27 in bortezomib-resistant MM cells restored sensitivity (40). Laboratory studies showed that p38 mitogen activated protein kinase (MAPK) inhibitor decreased downstream Hsp 27 and overcame bortezomib resistance in MM cell lines and patient cells (41), providing the rationale for a clinical trial of bortezomib and p38 MAPK inhibitor. A third example is derived from laboratory observations that bortezomib triggers activation of Akt, and that the combination of bortezomib with the Akt inhibitor perifosine can sensitize or overcome resistance to bortezomib in preclinical models (42). In derived phase I-II trials, combination therapy acted similarly, and a phase III clinical trial of bortezomib versus bortezomib with perifosine in relapsed MM is currently ongoing for FDA approval. As a fourth example, we have shown that inhibition of the proteasome upregulates aggresomal degradation of protein and, conversely, that blockade of aggresomal degradation induces compensatory upregulation of proteasomal activity (43). Most importantly, blockade of aggresomal and proteasomal degradation of proteins by histone deacetylase inhibitors (vorinostat, panobinostat, tubacin) and proteasome inhibitors (bortezomib, carfilzomib), respectively, triggers synergistic MM cell cytotoxicity in preclinical studies (43–45). The histone deacetylase inhibitors vorinostat or panobinostat with bortezomib have already achieved responses in the majority of patients with relapsed bortezomib-refractory MM, and phase III clinical trials for FDA registration of these combinations are currently ongoing. We have shown synergistic cytotoxicity induced by combined lenalidomide (caspase 8–mediated apoptosis) and bortezomib (caspase 9–mediated apoptosis) in models of MM cells in the BM milieu (46); remarkably, bench-to-bedside translation to clinical trials shows 58% responses in relapsed refractory MM, often refractory to either agent alone (47). These examples show the great promise of scientifically informed, combination clinical trials. Finally, we have recently developed a new high-throughput tumor cell–specific bioluminescence platform to identify stroma-induced changes to anticancer drug activity, which is useful for identifying combinations of multiple drugs across dose ranges and in various sequences to inform design of multiple targeted agent clinical trials (48).

This issue of CCR Focus is aimed at understanding the major paradigm shifts that have characterized our
understanding and influenced the treatment of MM. Marked genetic heterogeneity has been shown in MM, which has implications for tumor pathogenesis, prognosis, and treatment. Here, Munshi and Avet-Loiseau update current information on genetic alterations, including amplifications and deletions in the MM genome and their clinical implications (49). For conventional therapy, hyperdiploid and t(11;14) have defined standard-risk MM with superior outcome, whereas nonhyperdiploid, t(4;14), del(17p), and del(13q14) have defined high-risk MM with inferior outcome. Importantly, however, novel therapies, such as bortezomib, can overcome the adverse outcome conferred by some, t(4;14), but not other, del(17p), abnormalities (50); the latter, in particular, continues to define high-risk disease. Currently, mRNA (microarray profiling), DNA (aCGH and SNP), and microRNA (miRNA) profiling studies of clinically annotated samples from uniformly treated patients are allowing the development of refined patient stratification and personalized medicine in MM. Munshi and Avet-Loiseau describe the utility of microarray profiling to define transcriptional changes that occur with evolution from monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined significance (MGUS), to smoldering multiple myeloma (SMM), to active MM (51), as well as transcript-based prognostic classification systems that have evolved to most recently include up to 10 subgroups of MM (52–55). These genetic and molecularly distinct subgroups of MM differ biologically, which also has important treatment implications; for example, fibroblast growth factor receptor 3 (FGFR3) inhibitor therapy may be useful in t(4;14) MM and rituxan therapy in CD 20–positive MM. Indeed, microarray profile–based models have now been proposed to define standard versus high-risk MM (56, 57), which is required not only to better stratify patients but also to allow comparison of outcomes in patient subgroups following novel targeted agents. DNA profiling is similarly defining disease heterogeneity with clinical implications. For example, aCGH has provided the basis for the first DNA-based prognostic classification of MM (23). In addition, recent SNP analyses of clinically annotated samples identified chromosome copy number changes, including increased 1q and 5q as sites for putative MM oncogenes, as well as decreased 12p as a site of putative MM suppressor genes, which predict clinical outcome (24). Most recently, miRNA profiling studies have been shown to distinguish normal plasma cells from MM cell lines; patients whose tumors resemble the former have improved outcome versus patients with tumors resembling cell lines. Finally, recent sequencing of MM patient samples has not only identified both known and novel mutations in newly diagnosed MM, but has also delineated changes with progression of disease. These advances have great potential to advance the promise of personalized medicine in MM.

Landgren, Kyle, and Rajkumar next describe clinical, as well as genetic and molecular, studies characterizing the evolution of MGUS to SMM to active myeloma (58). MGUS is characterized by <3 g/L monoclonal protein and <10% BM plasma cells, with no associated hypercalcemia, renal dysfunction, anemia, or bone disease (CRAB; ref. 59). SMM has ≥3 g/L monoclonal protein or ≥10% BM plasma cells, again without CRAB. Active MM has ≥10% BM plasma cells, usually with associated monoclonal protein, and at least 1 or more features of CRAB. Although Dr. Kyle has carefully followed individuals with MGUS and identified clinical features predicting for progression (60), it has only recently been appreciated that all MM patients likely go through this precursor MGUS stage (61, 62). Given that the risk of progression of MGUS to MM or lymphoproliferative disorder is only 1% per year, and most patients, therefore, die of something else, the recommended approach has been expectant follow-up with no therapy (63, 64). Recent analyses, however, suggest that monoclonal protein >1.5 g/L, non–immunoglobulin G (IgG), and abnormal kappa to lambda ratio can predict for likelihood of progression, with an adjusted risk of progression of 27% at 20 years if all 3 are present. High-risk SMM likely to progress to active MM can similarly be defined on the basis of type and amount of protein, abnormal kappa to lambda ratio, as well as presence of immunophenotypically abnormal BM plasma cells, identified using multiparameter flow cytometry (65–67). Excitingly, the ability to define individuals at high risk for progression, coupled with the availability of novel agents with very favorable side effect profiles, is now allowing for clinical trials directed to delay or prevent progression to active MM. For example, Mateos and colleagues randomized patients with high-risk SMM to the combination of lenalidomide and dexamethasone for 9 4-week cycles or to a control cohort: median time to progression in the control arm was 19 months versus not reached in the treated cohort, with 16 of 47 patients progressing in the control versus no patients in the treated group. Given that patients with SMM have greater immune repertoire maintained than those with active MM, immune-based therapies, such as vaccination, also hold great promise for such prevention trials. Eventually, the spectrum of patients eligible for therapy may expand to include high-risk SMM.

Palumbo, Attal, and Roussel next describe up-to-date clinical trial results integrating novel therapies into the initial management of MM, which has transformed MM treatment (68). The use of thalidomide, lenalidomide, or bortezomib with dexamethasone as induction therapy in transplant candidates has achieved high response rates both before and after high-dose therapy. For example, the bortezomib and dexamethasone combination is superior to vincristine, Adriamycin, and dexamethasone (VAD); high very good partial response after induction portends superior outcome, and at least very good partial response rates after a single high-dose therapy and transplant have decreased the use of second autologous transplantation (69). Three-drug regimens, such as bortezomib and dexamethasone with thalidomide or lenalidomide (19, 70, 71), are superior to 2-drug regimens, but, to date, 4-drug regimens have not resulted in further improvement (20). Either lenalidomide or bortezomib consolidation therapy
has been shown to upgrade the extent of response. Importantly, lenalidomide maintenance has been shown to prolong PFS posttransplant in 2 large randomized trials (72, 73). Ongoing trials are, indeed, now testing whether high-dose therapy and stem cell transplant adds to the high extent and frequency of responses attained with combination novel agents. Similar progress has been made with the addition of novel therapies to melphalan and prednisone (MP) therapy for the newly diagnosed nontransplant candidate. In particular, lenalidomide used with MP followed by lenalidomide maintenance has markedly extended PFS, further supporting lenalidomide maintenance therapy in MM (74). The combination of bortezomib and MP has achieved high overall and extent of response, and bortezomib maintenance is similarly under evaluation (18), which may become even more feasible owing to the recently shown efficacy of bortezomib administered via subcutaneous injection.

Lonial, Mitsiades, and Richardson update current treatment options for relapsed and refractory MM, reviewing a number of promising future targeted agents (75). Approved agents for relapsed and/or refractory MM include bortezomib (12, 13, 18), lenalidomide and dexamethasone (14, 15), as well as bortezomib with pegylated doxorubicin (39), each of which has achieved high response rates and both prolonged PFS and OS in the setting of relapsed and relapsed and/or refractory MM. Indeed the improved OS of MM patients today is related not only to improvements in induction therapies described above, but also to the ability to now effectively treat relapsed disease. Advances continue to evolve in several areas. First, we are learning to better use available novel therapies. For example, bortezomib used weekly (20), and most recently used via subcutaneous administration, can achieve comparable efficacy with less toxicity, especially neuropathy. Second, next-generation IMiDs, such as pomalidamide (3), and proteasome inhibitors, such as carfilzomib (28) or NPI-0052 (30), can overcome resistance to current therapies in preclinical studies and ongoing clinical trials. And importantly, combination therapies predicated upon science can achieve responses even in relapsed refractory MM. For example, the addition of Akt inhibitor perifosine (42) or histone deacetylase inhibitors panabinostat or vorinostat (43–45) to bortezomib can overcome bortezomib resistance; and the combination of lenalidomide with bortezomib achieves 58% responses even when MM is resistant to either agent alone (47). Ongoing studies are now defining combinations of 3 or more novel agents and hold great promise.

Finally, Raje and Roodman describe parallel advances in the management of bone-related complications in MM (76). The advent of aminobisphosphonate therapy in the early 1990s, for the first time, allowed effective therapy to delay and decrease bone-related complications (77), the major cause of morbidity and compromise of quality of life in MM patients. Enhanced understanding of pathogenesis of MM bone disease now offers multiple new therapeutic options, based upon either inducing osteoclast apoptosis or enhancing osteoblast function, that is, activin A (78). As noted above, for example, inhibiting DKK-1 can augment osteoblast function and restore bone integrity in MM (33). Excitingly, such bone-directed therapies can also have anti-MM activities, best illustrated by the prolongation of survival attributable to aminobisphosphonate use in the recent Myeloma Research Council trial, evaluating zolendronic versus clodronic acid treatment in patients receiving either initial intensive or nonintensive therapy (Fig. 2; ref. 79). Conversely, novel agents developed to target MM also have beneficial effects on bone, best illustrated by bortezomib, which induces osteoclast death and promotes

Figure 2. Therapies targeting bone prolong PFS and OS. Patients with newly diagnosed MM received either intensive versus nonintensive therapy. They were also randomized to receive either zolendronic (ZOL) or clodronic acid (CLO). ZOL significantly reduced relative risk of death by 16% versus CLO (hazard ratio = 0.842; 95% confidence interval = 0.736-0.963; P = 0.0118). ZOL prolonged OS by 5 months (P = 0.04). Cox model adjusted for chemotherapy and minimization factors.
osteoblast activity, thereby resulting in new bone formation in treated patients (11, 13). Finally, current studies are identifying those MM patients with ongoing bone resorption, in order to selectively treat those patients most likely to benefit from bone-targeted agents, while avoiding attendant complications in those patients not requiring these therapies.

In conclusion, MM is an example of rapid bench-to-bedside translation of novel agents and improved patient outcome. This new treatment paradigm targeting the tumor cell in its microenvironment has great promise to improve patient outcome not only in MM, but also in hematologic malignancies and solid tumors as well.
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